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SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT 
   Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) consists of altered performance of a range of skills, including 
social/communicative and motor skills. It is unclear whether this altered performance results 
from atypical acquisition or learning of the skills or from atypical “online” performance of the 
skills. Atypicalities of skilled actions that require both motor and cognitive resources, such as 
abnormal gesturing, are highly prevalent in ASD and are easier to study in a laboratory context 
than are social/communicative skills. Imitation has long been known to be impaired in ASD; 
because learning via imitation is a prime method by which humans acquire skills, we tested the 
hypothesis that children with ASD show alterations in learning novel gestures via imitation. 18 
participants with ASD and IQ>80, ages 8-12.9 years, and 19 typically developing (TD) peers 
performed a task in which they watched a video of a model performing a novel, meaningless 
arm/hand gesture and copied the gesture. Each gesture video/copy sequence was repeated 4-6 
times. Eight gestures were analyzed. Examination of learning trajectories revealed that while 
children with ASD made nearly as much progress in learning from repetition 1 to repetition 4, 
the shape of the learning curves differed. Causal modeling demonstrated the shape of the 
learning curve influenced both the performance of overlearned gestures and autism severity, 









   Imitation is a route by which humans learn a wide range of skills, naturally and in therapies. 
Imitation is known to be altered in autism spectrum disorder (ASD), but learning via imitation 
has not been rigorously examined. We found that the shape of the learning curve is altered in 
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   Children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) demonstrate altered performance in a wide 
range of skills—social, language and motor. To date, it has been a challenge to find a single 
underlying deficit which is capable of explaining this broad range of impairments in seemingly 
unrelated domains of performance. Accounts from an information processing model may stress 
resources that are shared in the performance of each of these skills, whereas developmental 
psychological frameworks may examine how representations of skills are built up over time, 
through interactions with the environment. Happé (2001) took a significant step in making 
explicit this dichotomy by contrasting “online” (non-experience-dependent) and 
“developmental” (experience-dependent) performance deficits in ASD. The literature on 
procedural learning in ASD is somewhat limited when it comes to direct interrogation of 
complex skills (J.B. Ewen & Mostofsky, 2012). 
   Imitation is one process by which skills are learned from interactions with the environment 
(Hoppitt & Laland, 2013; Locke, 1693/1996; Meltzoff, Kuhl, Movellan, & Sejnowski, 2009). 
Impaired imitative performance has been documented in ASD at least since the 1970s (DeMeyer 
et al., 1972; Edwards, 2014; Sevlever & Gillis, 2010). Some theorists believe impaired imitation 
to be the central deficit in ASD (Rogers & Pennington, 1991; Vivanti & Rogers, 2014). Building 
on those theories, we have previously posited that impairments in learning via imitation 
contribute to autism-associated impairments in development not only of motor skills but of 
social/communicative skills as well (Mostofsky & Ewen, 2011). There is evidence to support this 
notion, with impairments in imitation correlating with (Abrahams & Geschwind, 2010; Sevlever 
& Gillis, 2010; Williams, Whiten, & Singh, 2004) and predicting (Toth, Munson, Meltzoff, & 
Dawson, 2006) core symptom severity in ASD.  Imitation-targeting interventions have a positive 
impact against ASD core symptoms (Ingersoll, 2010; Ingersoll & Lalonde, 2010; Landa, 
Holman, O'Neill, & Stuart, 2011). 
   While most social/communicative skills are difficult to control experimentally, motor skills 
serve as a more tractable model for the study of skill development. Imitation tasks bridge the 
divide by being social and communitive in nature but being scored via quantifiable motor 
behavior. Motor deficits were featured in Kanner’s earliest description of autism (Kanner, 1943). 
Considerable work since that time has substantiated the high prevalence of motor deficits in 
individuals with ASD (Vanvuchelen, Roeyers, & De Weerdt, 2011; Weimer, Schatz, Lincoln, 
Ballantyne, & Trauner, 2001). In particular, ideomotor praxis (learned, skilled gestures for 
communicative or tool-use purposes) (Wheaton & Hallett, 2007) has been shown multiple times 
to be widely impaired in ASD (Dewey, Cantell, & Crawford, 2007; Dowell, Mahone, & 
Mostofsky, 2009; Dziuk et al., 2007; MacNeil & Mostofsky, 2012). Correlations between degree 
of impairment in motor skills and in core social/communicative diagnostic symptoms offer face 
validity for this claim, whether that mechanism is developmental in nature or an “online” 
capacity limitation (Dziuk et al., 2007). 
   The current work uses a paradigm in which we record changes in performance over the course 
of repeated imitation of a complex, novel, meaningless gesture. The development of skilled 
functional and communicative actions (contained within the concept of ideomotor praxis) are the 
focus of study, yet there are challenges in studying these actions directly. First, it is likely that 
many actions within the rubric of praxis would have already been learned to asymptotic levels, 
so a few additional trials in the laboratory would be underpowered to distinguish incremental 
learning. Second, it is plausible that participants in the ASD group may have, on average, 
different degrees of exposure/practice to communicative and tool-use gestures prior to the testing 
session, confounding the results. 
   The use of novel, meaningless gestures allows us to examine the imitative motoric output 
under the condition where all participants have no prior exposure to the specific gestures. 
Meaningless and meaningful/functional gestures have long been studied in parallel. Children 
with ASD show impairments in both gesture types (Mostofsky et al., 2006). Further, individuals 
with acquired apraxia often show impairments in production of both meaningful and meaningless 
gestures (for a nuanced discussion, see (Goldenberg, 2013), and chapter 6 in particular). The 
claim that related brain mechanisms subserve the production of both types of gestures is 
substantiated both by lesion (Goldenberg, 2013) and physiological imaging data (J. B. Ewen et 
al., 2016). 
   The overall goal of the work was to evaluate the hypothesis that deficits in praxis performance 
could be due to altered learning of those gestures via imitation, and that the underlying alteration 
of learning mechanisms also underlies the presence and severity of ASD symptoms.  
   To test these hypotheses, we first examined rates of learning (improving performance) over the 
course of repeated imitation of a number of individual gestures. We next used statistical 
approaches to evaluate causal models that specify the influence of learning curve trajectory (as 
calculated from the novel gesture imitation task) on autism diagnosis or severity and on praxis 
performance (as derived from a clinical praxis measure). Because ASD severity is known to 
correlate with praxis performance (Dziuk et al., 2007), the models also include a path from 
diagnostic symptoms to praxis ability. Finally, the models control for the influence that motor 
coordination could have on the measurement of praxis performance. 
  
Materials and Methods  
Participants 
 Both ASD and typically developing control (TD) groups included children aged 8.0-12.9 
years. Participants in the ASD group met criteria for ASD based on the clinical judgment of an 
experienced ASD clinician and researcher (SHM), as confirmed using the Autism Diagnostic 
Observation Schedule-2, Module 3 (ADOS-2 (Lord et al., 2000)); and, for 12 of 18 in the ASD 
group, the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R; (Lord, Rutter, & Le Couteur, 1994)), 
all of whom met criteria. 
    Exclusion criteria for both groups included full-scale IQ<80 on the Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Children—IV (D Wechsler, 2003) or —V (D.  Wechsler, 2014), history of a definite 
neurological disorder (e.g., seizures, tumors, traumatic brain injury, stroke) and presence of a 
severe chronic medical disorder, visual impairment, history of substance abuse or dependence, or 
presence of childhood schizophrenia or psychosis. Additional exclusion for the ASD group 
included history of known etiology for autism (e.g., tuberous sclerosis) and history of 
documented prenatal/perinatal insult. We excluded children with ASD if they met criteria for any 
diagnosis other than attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder or anxiety disorders on the Kiddie 
Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Aged Children (K-SADS) 
(Kaufman et al., 2013); given the high comorbidity of these disorders with ASD, it was not 
practical to exclude these co-occurring diagnoses. Additional exclusion for the TD group 
included Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) (Constantino & Gruber, 2005) scores outside the 
normal range, history of a developmental disorder or a psychiatric disorder (evaluated via the K-
SADS) and having an immediate family member with an ASD diagnosis. 
   All participants were right-handed, based on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory results of 
0.5 to 1 (Oldfield, 1971). 
   Three participants (2 ASD group and 1 TD) were excluded from analyses because scoring of 
their performance failed to reach the inter-rater reliability threshold of 70%. Analyses included 
data from 18 participants with ASD and 19 TD controls (Table 1). All participants received the 
WISC-V, except for two with ASD and one control who received the WISC-IV. Group 
comparisons were made among participants who received the WISC-V. Children with ASD had 
ADOS total scores between 7 and 20. Within the ASD group, some participants met criteria on 
the K-SADS for Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (10 children), Specific Phobia (2), 
Generalized Anxiety Disorder (3) and Oppositional Defiant Disorder (1), Social Anxiety 
Disorder (2). No TD participant met criteria for any diagnosis on the K-SADS. Five participants 
with ASD were on chronic medications: one was on dextroamphetamine and risperidone, one 
was on clonidine, two were on methylphenidate, and one was on montelukast and levocetirizine. 
   The protocol was approved by Johns Hopkins Medicine Institutional Review Board. Written 
consent was obtained from parents and, when possible, from participants. Otherwise, verbal 
assent was obtained from participants. 
 
Procedures 
   Children in both groups participated in several research studies over two days of testing, all 
with similar inclusion/exclusion criteria. Schedules were variable based on which combination of 
studies an individual participant engaged in and tester availability. IQ testing was performed 
early on the first day for both groups, and ADOS was performed in the morning of the first day 
for participants in the ASD group. Additional tests relevant to the current work included the 
Physical and Neurological Assessment of Subtle Signs (PANESS) (Denckla, 1985) which 
examines for movement speed, coordination and precision. The PANESS total score was used as 
an index of coordination in the causal models. The pediatric adaptation of the Florida Apraxia 
Battery (FAB) (Mostofsky et al., 2006) consists of single-trial imitation of novel gestures as well 
as the performance of age-appropriate transitive and intransitive gestures to command (e.g., 
“Show me how you wave ‘bye.’”), and transitive gestures via the use of a provided toy (e.g., 
comb). FAB, PANESS and the experimental task were performed variably over the first or 
second research days. 
 
Task 
   This study employed a novel-gesture-learning task previously studied in neuro-typical adults 
(J. B. Ewen et al., 2016). In each trial (Fig. 1), the participant watched a video of the right arm of 
a model performing a novel, meaningless gesture. The whole model was not shown in order to 
minimize potential confounds from group differences in the “audience effect” (Chevallier et al., 
2014) and in visual attention (Chevallier et al., 2014; Falck-Ytter, Fernell, Hedvall, von Hofsten, 
& Gillberg, 2012). Videos were displayed on an Acer V196L 19” display, about 36” from the 
participants’ eyes.  Following a Go cue (fixation cross turning green), the participant then 
performed the gesture. Feedback was given by a research assistant (trained and research-reliable 
in the coding of the pediatric modification of the Florida Apraxia Battery (Mostofsky et al., 
2006)) as to whether the participant performed the gesture correctly or incorrectly. If the gesture 
was performed incorrectly, then the research assistant directed the participant to “Notice how 
[the model] moved her fingers,” or similar feedback. The rationale behind the feedback was that 
children would be unlikely to improve unless given some feedback, but we restricted precise 
guidance so as not to make the movement information verbally mediated. The video was then 
repeated, and the participant again copied the movement. Video blocks contained three gestures 
in fixed order; block order was randomized across participants. 
   There was a total of 12 gestures. Fifty percent of gestures had a total of four repetitions; 25%, 
five repetitions; and 25%, six repetitions. Because of an anecdotal observation that children may 
have better performance on the early and last repetitions, we wanted the total number of 
repetitions for any one gesture to be somewhat unpredictable so as to motivate equal effort 
across all repetitions. 
   The movements were judged correct if all elements were performed, and in the correct order 
(see Supplementary Table S1). Gestures were not considered incorrect if the direction of rotation 
(e.g., on “C Twist”) was different than the model’s. 
 
Scoring 
   Scoring on each trial (correct/incorrect) was conducted in real time by the research assistant 
who provided feedback. In addition, the scoring was repeated offline by a single rater who was 
blinded to the original (real-time) scoring results. Reliability was assessed on a participant-by-
participant, and gesture-by-gesture basis. All gestures × repetitions were scored for each 
participant. Any individual gesture that failed to reach 80% concurrence between raters was 
excluded from analysis. After eliminating gestures, any participant who had less than 75% 
agreement on all remaining gestures × repetitions would be removed from further analysis. The 




   Participant-specific performance was scored at each repetition as fraction of gestures 
performed correctly. Statistical testing was restricted to the first four repetitions, since all 
gestures were repeated at least four times. 
   The analysis plan had two primary steps: the first to examine potential group differences in the 
learning curves, and the second to examine whether individual differences correlate with clinical 
and experimental results as specified by a causal model that relates learning rate, 
diagnosis/autism severity, motor coordination and overlearned praxis ability. The analysis of 
causal models is similar to structural equation modeling and allows for the assessment of the 
effect of factors on one another, while controlling for both quantified and unquantified 
confounds (J. Pearl, 2009). 
 
   Group differences in the learning curve (Fig. 2) were first examined using a mixed-effects 
model, with group (diagnosis), repetition and their interactions as the fixed terms, as well as age, 
sex and motor coordination, as measured by the PANESS total score, as well as a participant-
specific random effect. We next conducted separate Markov models at repetitions 2, 3 and 4. 
Markov models, in this context, measure learning by regressing the participant’s performance at 
the immediate prior repetition as well as the interaction with diagnosis, to study the disparity of 
learning rate between groups. We again adjusted for age, sex and PANESS. 
   We measured the association among the learning curve, praxis performance and core ASD 
symptoms by specifying and then testing two explicit causal models (J.  Pearl, 2001): one 
involving both groups (Fig. 3a) and one examining data only from the ASD group (Fig. 3b). To 
quantify the shape of the learning curve within a single variable, we performed a principal 
components analysis (PCA) on number of gestures performed correctly at each of the 4 
repetition, across participant (pooling the two groups). Our prime testable theoretical claims were 
(1) that rate of skill learning, as evidenced by the rate of improvement in the novel gesture 
imitation paradigm, impacts overlearned praxis skill, as evidenced on the pediatric adaptation of 
the FAB (causal arrow δ, Figs. 3a, 3b), and (2) that rate of skill learning impacts core diagnostic 
features of ASD, as evidenced by presence/absence of ASD diagnosis in the first model and 
ADOS score in the second (causal arrow α). Beyond these two causal claims under investigation, 
it is also known that children with ASD show worse performance on the PANESS and FAB, in a 
way that correlates with ADOS score (causal arrows β and γ1) (Mostofsky et al., 2006), and that 
PANESS predicts poorer FAB performance (γ2) (Dziuk et al., 2007). 
 
Results 
Behavioral Results  
   Four gestures were excluded from analysis based on having an inter-rater reliability of <75%. 
Across the four trials, children with ASD showed poorer imitation performance (Fig. 2), with 
significant diagnosis-related differences at each repetition in the mixed-effects model. Overall, 
TD children’s performance improved by 4.47±0.50 (mean±SD; p<0.000) gestures out of 8 from 
repetition 1 to repetition 4. The performance of children in the ASD group improved on average 
by 3.73 gestures, for a “very small” to “small” between-group effect size (Cohen’s d=0.17; 
p=0.33) (Sawilowsky, 2009). With regard to the rate of improvement across repetitions, the 
Markov models revealed a marginal (uncertain) result in terms of group differences in the rate of 
learning between repetitions 1 and 2 (p=0.087), a significant difference in learning between 
repetitions 2 and 3 (p=0.035), and no statistical difference between repetitions 3 and 4 (p=0.224). 
To summarize, the learning curves between groups diverge in the early trials, with marginally 
significant difference at repetition 2 and significant difference at repetition 3, but re-converge by 
the final, repetition 4. 
   To test whether these differences in the learning curve represent a theoretically significant 
difference with impact on core ASD symptoms (as measured by ASD diagnosis and by ADOS) 
and on praxis skill development (as measured by FAB), we examined the results of mediation 
analysis via our causal models. Due to missing data, we were able to analyze data from 13 
participants with ASD and 20 TD peers. We first examined the loading of the first principal 
component (PC1) (Fig. 4) as a measure of shape of the learning curve. PC1 accounted for 86% of 
the variance and reflected a mean shift of the 4 repetitions. PC2 (10% of variance) was used as a 
covariate in the models because it was heavily weighted on repetition 1 and adjusting for PC2  
therefore allowed us to remove the effect of initial (non-learning) imitation ability. Given that 
PC2 was almost exclusively weighted in repetition 1, it appears to be reflective of learning-
independent (baseline) imitation performance. PC1 (adjusting for PC2, as well as age and sex) 
was therefore used in the analysis of the causal model as reflective of the shape of the learning 
curve. Within the ASD-group-only model, the total effect of PC1 on FAB total correct score was 
positive, large, and significant (Cohen’s d=0.90; p=0.010; higher FAB = better performance). 
The effect of PC1 on ADOS was negative, moderate and significant (Cohen’s d=-0.67; p=0.038; 
lower ADOS = less severe symptoms). PC1 (learning-dependent imitiative performance) 
explained about 66% of the variation in FAB, while PC2 (learning-independent imitative 
performance) explained about 1% of the variance. 
   Within the model considering both groups, the total effect of PC1 (adjusting for PC2, age and 
sex) on FAB total correct score was positive, large and significant (Cohen’s d=1.24; p<0.001), 
with a significant path effect from learning-curve shape through diagnosis to FAB score 
(explains 31.1% of the total effect of PC1 [adjusted] on FAB). The effect of PC1 on diagnosis 
was moderately significant (Cohen’s d=-0.68; p=0.001), with higher PC1 score predictive of 
typical development. 
 Stated another way, the shape of the learning curve captures an effect that is relevant both for 
core ASD symptomatology and of previously acquired praxis skills. 
 
Discussion 
   The primary aim of this work was to determine whether children with ASD show altered 
learning curves associated with practicing the imitation of novel gestures. Children with ASD 
showed subtle differences in the shape of their learning curves, compared with TD peers. 
Although they began to catch up in terms of novel gesture imitation performance gains by the 
end of the task, nevertheless the shape of their altered learning curves was significantly 
associated with the diagnosis of ASD and ASD severity (assessed using the ADOS), as well as 
their development of praxis competence. 
   Children in both groups improved their ability on average to imitate each gesture over the 
course of practice. The shapes of the curves, however, differed. TD children plateaued in their 
performance gains early, and children with ASD began to catch up by the fourth repetition. 
Despite apparent convergence in magnitude of learning, the shape of the learning curve 
nevertheless had a significant between-group and within-ASD impact on eventual performance 
of overlearned praxis as well as on social abilities within the ASD group. 
   These results provide some evidence supporting a developmental impact of poor imitative 
gestural learning on autism-associated impairments in social and motor skill development, and 
support our hypothesis that the motor dyspraxia typical of ASD and the “social dyspraxia” that is 
diagnostic of the disorder may be commonly related to altered skill-learning mechanisms 
(Mostofsky & Ewen, 2011). 
   An overarching goal of this line of research is to parse the contribution to the ASD phenotype 
(altered social and motor skill performance) of “developmental” (experience-dependent) and 
“online” (non-experience-dependent) mechanisms. The group difference in performance at 
repetition 1 (which is, by definition, not experience dependent) demonstrates the presence of 
online differences in imitative function. Taken together with the differences in learning curve 
shape, there was evidence for both experience-dependent and -independent alterations in motor 
skill performance. The impact of the two mechanisms, however, was different in terms of the 
causal influence on praxis performance: the causal statistical model within the ASD-only group 
showed that learning curve shape explained about 66% of the variance in praxis performance as 
measured on the FAB, whereas the learning-independent performance (approximating 
performance at repetition 1) accounted for about 1% of performance on the FAB. 
   These results need to be interpreted with some caution when attempting to understand how 
social skills or even praxis skills are acquired. Because skill learning that occurs on different 
timescales is known to depend on different neurobiological mechanisms (Kelly & Garavan, 
2005), it is possible that a single-session and highly controlled learning paradigm may not fully 
capture the effect of interest with regard to social skills, communicative skills and highly learned 
tool-use skills that are practiced naturalistically within dozens or hundreds of “trials,” over the 
entire lifespan. More ecologically relevant future work should involve the training of motor and 
social skills over many months, with performance measured at multiple time points along the 
way. Of note, however, altered learning curves have also been described in ASD using a 
different form of skill learning from the one studied here: adaptation (Izawa et al., 2012). 
Moreover, how the altered acquisition of these skills could affect developmental trajectories is a 
question that dates back as far as Vygotsky (Vygotskiĭ, 1978). 
   We also note that, while our measurement procedure was sufficiently powerful to uncover a 
group effect (and one which correlated with clinically important measures), even more subtle and 
specific differences could be uncovered using motion capture and application of computer vision 
methods (in contrast to human observer coding used here and in all prior studies). At least one 
diagnostic biomarker has been developed based on measurement of movement kinematics (Wu, 
Jose, Nurnberger, & Torres, 2018). One could imagine examining, in a data-driven fashion, the 
specific derived variables that separate praxis performance between the two groups, and then 
measuring those variables specifically within a learning paradigm. 
   In conclusion, children with ASD demonstrate mild difference in the rates at which they learn 
to imitate novel, meaningless gestures compared with peers. However, causal statistical analysis 
demonstrates an effect of the shape of the learning curve on measures of both praxis performance 
and ASD diagnosis/severity.
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Figure 1: The task consisted of videos of the performance of a novel, meaningless gesture which 
lasted 4-8 seconds. Following a Go cue (fixation cross turning green), participants produced the 
gesture they had seen. They were then given non-specific feedback (“Correct,” or, for example, 
“Notice how she moved her hand.”). Thereafter, the white fixation cross appeared, and the same 
video replayed, for a total of 4-6 repetitions per gesture. 
 
Figure 2: Learning curves by group for the first four repetitions of each gesture. The y-axis 
reflects number of gestures performed correctly (out of 8 possible), controlled for age, sex and 
motor coordination (quantified via PANESS). Whisker plots represent mean and 95% confidence 
interval. Performance is statistically different between groups at repetition 3 but re-converges at 
repetition 4. Note that the upper limit of the y-axis extends beyond 8, the total number of 
gestures scored; this is a consequence of adjustment for covariates. 
 
Fig. 3. Causal Models Explicitly Tested in Analyses. (a) represents analyses of the pooled 
ASD+TD groups, whereas (b) represents a proposed causal model within the ASD group only. In 
both groups, we proposed that a learning mechanism, represented by the shape of the learning 
curve measured via principal component 1 (PC1) contributed directly toward overlearned praxis 
competence, as measured by performance on the pediatric modification of the Florida Apraxia 
Battery (FAB), as represented by causal arrow δ. We also proposed that the learning mechanism 
captured by PC1 influenced the FAB score indirectly, via ASD Dx (in the combined group) 
and/or ASD severity, measured by the ADOS in the ASD-only group; this relationship is 
represented by causal arrows α and γ1. Motor coordination, as reflected by the Physical and 
Neurological Examination of Subtle Signs (PANESS), is known to be affected by ASD diagnosis 
and ASD severity; this relationship is represented by causal arrow β. Finally, motor coordination 
influences performance on the FAB (causal arrow γ2). 
 
Fig. 4. Loadings of the first principal component (PC1), representing a mean-shift of the 
performance at repetitions 1 through 4. 
 




